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Abstract

The Semantic Web Services have been emerging to enable dynamic service discovery, composition, invocation, execution monitoring. On the other hand, Software Agents are envisioned as autonomous, proactive software entities that act on behalf its users according to a given agenda of goals. Software Agents have been envisioned as potential user of Semantic Web Services in order to interact with semantic descriptions of SWS to autonomously discover, select, compose, invoke and execute the services based on user requirements. However, there exists a communication gap among the both. The major reason is that Software Agents are not compatible with widely accepted standards of Web Services. This paper provides a solution to make Multi Agent Systems compatible with existing Web Services standards without changing their existing specifications and implementations, with an assumption that it will be helpful for enabling further interoperability between Software Agents and Semantic Web Services. AgentWeb Gateway is an initiative for dynamic and seamless interoperation of Multi Agent Systems and Web Services. We present abstract architecture and detailed design of the proposed system, abstract algorithms for required protocol transformations, evaluation of the system and analysis of results.

1. Introduction

The next generation of Web as Semantic Web Services envisions Web Services to be dynamically discovered, composed, invoked and executed. Software agent is a computer system which is capable of flexible autonomous action in a dynamic, unpredictable and open environment [9]. Agent technologies are a natural extension of current component based approaches [7], and have the potential to greatly impact the lives and work of all of us and, accordingly, this area is one of the most dynamic and exciting in computer science today. Hence, software agents being autonomous and proactive entities can be used to realize this vision by enabling interoperation between Software Agents and Semantic Web Services [30]. However, the current specification and implementation of Multi Agent Systems are not compatible with existing web standards. That is why, currently software agents and multi agent systems technologies cannot be used and communicate with Semantic Web Services. As a first step to bridge this communication gap, we introduce a middleware namely AgentWeb Gateway in between both the systems (Multi Agent Systems and Web Services) that enables software agents to dynamically and seamlessly discover, publish and invoke the web services in multi agent systems and vice versa. This will make the Software Agents and Multi Agent Systems compatible with existing Web Services standards. It will help is extending it further to enable the interoperability of Software Agents with Semantic Web Services.

A lot of work has been done by many other research communities to fulfill this communication gap, which enabled for the first time the major specification governing body of Software Agents and Multi Agent Systems, IEEE standards committee FIPA (Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents) to show its interest for adapting Semantic Web and Web Services standards in its evolving specifications as a sub-group named Agents and Web Services Interoperability Working Group (AWSI) [28]. However, there are a number of limitations that exists in context of accuracy and functionality.

We have proposed AgentWeb Gateway [17] for interoperation of Software Agents and existing Web Services standards. It enables service discovery, service description transformation and service
invocation among software agents and web services without disturbing the existing specifications of both. Major challenges are involved in this integration is that both the technologies use different service registries, service description languages and communication protocols.

AgentWeb Gateway middleware provides solution for both the challenges by providing appropriate transformation mechanisms. The importance of this approach is that it enables integration of Software Agents and Web services without changing their existing specifications at the cost of time taken for translations which is negligible as compared to a transaction.

The paper further presents the detailed design of proposed system i.e. AgentWeb Gateway middleware, algorithms used for required transformation, evaluation of system with examples, observations on results, and finally draws conclusion and future work.

2. AgentWeb Gateway – Detailed Design

AgentWeb Gateway is going to provide the first step towards interoperation of Software Agents and Semantic Web Services. This first step will enable Software Agents to discover, compose, invoke and monitor Web Services. Software Agents and Multi Agent Systems specifications are governed by FIPA (Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents) and specifications of Web Services are governed by W3C, hence there is a lot of difference among specifications of both technologies and hence Software Agents and Web Service cannot communicate with each other.

We provide AgentWeb Gateway that acts as middleware between Multi Agent System and Web Services Framework and without changing existing specifications of both technologies.

It provides Service Discovery transformation, Service Description transformation and Communication Protocol transformation. Which means that using AgentWeb Gateway, without changing any specification of FIPA and W3C (agents and web services)

1. Software Agents can discover Web Services in Web Service registry (UDDI)
2. Software Agents can publish their services in Web Service registry (UDDI)
3. Software Agents can invoke Web Services
4. Web Service clients can discover Software Agents in Directory Facilitator (DF) of Agent Platform
5. Web Services can be published in Directory Facilitator (DF) of Agent Platform
6. Web Service clients can invoke Software Agents

This section describes the detailed design of proposed system in which the most important technical challenges are solved, i.e. without changing any
specification and implementation of Grid and Agents by enabling two-way Service Discovery, Service Publishing and Service invocation among Software Agents and Web-Services.

2.1. Service Discovery converter

This section presents the details of first component of AgentWeb Gateway which is called as Service Discovery Converter. This component enables service discovery among Software Agents and Web services i.e. Software Agents can do service discovery in Web Services registry as Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) and Web Service clients can do service discovery in Multi Agent Systems service registry as Directory Facilitator (DF).

2.1.1. DF to UDDI search query converter:

Whenever a Software Agent searches some service, it performs lookup for the Agent in Directory Facilitator (DF) of Multi Agent System by sending required DF-Agent-Description. If DF does not have the required agent registered, it redirects its search to the middleware by sending an ACL (Agent Communication Language) message. As soon as the middleware input interface receives message, it passes it to DF-Agent-Description analyzer. It extracts out three major portions of information i.e. information about Agent that provides the required service, required service description and inputs and outputs of the services.

A search is performed in UDDI and if required service is found, a message is returned by the UDDI as SOAP based search query response to the middleware which is converted back to a valid ACL based search response message and sends back to DF. The DF further forwards the message to Software Agent that requested for search. In this way, the middleware has helped a Software Agent to search for the services in UDDI with an illusion that it is searching Agent services in DF of Agent Platform. Whole description can be visualized from figure 3.

2.1.2. UDDI to DF search query converter:

Whenever SOAP based Web service client needs some service, it performs lookup for the service in UDDI, if the UDDI doesn’t have the required service, it redirects its search to the middleware by sending a simple SOAP based UDDI search request message. As soon as the middleware input interface receives message, it passes it to UDDI search query analyzer. It extracts out information about business entity and business service. Information about business entity is sent to Agent description builder there business entity is mapped over information about Agent providing required service. Information about business service is forwarded to service description builder and property builder where service name and type is used for building service description and inputs and output parameters are used for building property.

The generated Agent description, service description and property are forwarded to DF search query builder where DF-Agent-Description is generated and forwarded to DF of search. Directory Facilitator of the Agent Platform performs a search. If required service is found, a message is returned by the DF of that remote Agent Platform to the agent at our middleware which transforms ACL based DF search response back to SOAP based UDDI search response and sends to the UDDI lookup service which further forwards message.

Figure 3: Software Agent searching for required service in UDDI

Figure 4: WS client searching for required service in Agent Platform
to the Web Service client requested for the search as shown in figure 4. In this way, the middleware helps the Web Service client to search for the services at Agent Platform. The SOAP response message contains the address of the middleware which means that Web Service client is given an illusion that the required service is available as Web Service at middleware.

2.2. Service Description converter

This section presents the details of second component of AgentWeb Gateway which is called as Service Description Converter. This component enables service publishing among Software Agents and Web services i.e. Software Agents can publish services in Web Services registry as Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) and Web Services can be published in Multi Agent Systems service registry as Directory Facilitator (DF).

2.2.1. WSDL to DF-Agent-Description converter

When a Software Agent comes to know about the existence and address of the required service and now the agent is required to consume the service. In order to consume the service, Software Agent is needed to know about the Ontology, AgentAction Schema, Predicate Schema and Concept Schema etc.

Figure 5: WSDL to DF-Agent-Description conversion: Agent understanding WSDL

On the other hand Middleware has the address for Services Description Language (WSDL) file. WSDL Analyzer, a component as obvious from name gets the WSDL file of required Web Service and analyzes portTypes, SOAP bindings for service and extracts out useful information from it. This extracted information is then passed further. For all complex types in the WSDL, Ontology (concept schema) is generated. Information about portType and binding is forwarded to DF-Agent-Description builder where the required the final ‘Directory Facilitator Agent Description’ is generated and given to Gateway Agent which further send an ACL based publish request to Directory Facilitator.

Transformation is performed from WSDL of Web service into a form (DF-Agent-Description) that Software Agents can understand. In this way we have made the Web Service description published in Agent Platform in order to make it understandable for Software Agents. Figure 5 explains whole scenario.

2.2.2. DF-Agent-Description to WSDL converter

This section explains that how a Software Agent publishes its services in Web Services registry UDDI. Information about services provided by an agent is stored as “Directory Facilitator Agent Description” (DF-Agent-Description) ontology in Directory Facilitator which is transformed by Service Description converter into WSDL. The whole transformation process is given below:

First of all DF-Agent-Description ontology is analyzed and description about Agent i.e. AgentID is taken out and is mapped to Service-End-Point of WSDL to be built. There are one or more Service-Descriptions available in this ontology which has information about the services of the agent. Name of each service is mapped to name of operation in portType of WSDL.

Figure 6: DF-Agent-Description to WSDL conversion: Agent publishing its services in UDDI

Each Service-Description of DF-Agent-Description has Property objects which indicate inputs and outputs of the corresponding services of the agent. Each Property object is checked. If it belongs to Predicate Schema (Predicate schema indicates propositions of an Agent) of Agent’s ontology, it is treated as output of the corresponding operation of portType in WSDL. If the Property object belongs to Action schema of ontology (Action schema indicates the activities that can be carried out by an agent), it is then treated as input argument of the corresponding operation. After getting all the information about operation names, inputs and output, a java interface code is generated.

The java code is passed to Java to WSDL converter in order to translate the interface code into a WSDL to make it understandable for Web Service clients. WSDL file is generated and sent to Web Service client.
and may be used for preparation of SOAP requests. Same WSDL file can be published in UDDI which will make the Agent, publish it services in Web Services world to make it understandable for Web Service clients. In this way a Software Agents gets its services published in UDDI by transformation of its DF-Agent-Description ontology into WSDL by Service Description converter of Agent Web Gateway.

2.3. Communication Protocol converter

This section presents the details of third component of AgentWeb Gateway which is called as Communication Protocol Converter. This component enables service invocation among Software Agents and Web services i.e. Software Agents can invoke Web Services and Web Service clients can invoke Software Agents in Multi Agent Systems.

2.3.1. ACL to SOAP converter

In previous sections, middleware has helped the Software Agent to search and understand services. Now the Software Agent is ready to consume the service. Software Agents gets the DF-Agent-Description ontology (which was generated in previous step) with an illusion that Gateway Agent is providing the required services. After getting ontology (DF-Agent-Description) from Agent, Software Agent sends an ACL request message having input parameters to the middleware.

Input interface receives the message and passes it to ACL2SOAP protocol converter. This converter extracts out the input parameters from ACL request message and creates an equivalent SOAP message. The SOAP client at middleware is directed to send the generated SOAP request message is sent to the Web Service at remote Web Server providing required services.

The Service after receiving SOAP request message processes the input parameters and then returns the output in the form of an SOAP response message to the SOAP client at middleware which upon receiving the SOAP response message passes it to SOAP2ACL protocol converter which extracts outputs from SOAP message and generates a ACL response message as shown in figure 7. The generated ACL message is then sent to the Software Agent. In this way, the middleware helps the Software Agent search, understand and consume Web Services.

2.3.2. SOAP to ACL converter

Up till now, the middleware has helped the Web Service client to search and understand the services provided by Agents. Now the Web Service client is ready to consume the services provided by the Agent. This time Web Service client communicates with the middleware with an illusion that it is the required Web Service.

![Figure 8: SOAP to ACL conversion: WS client consuming services provided by Agent](image)

The client generates a SOAP request message (according to the service description which it got in WSDL) having input parameters. This SOAP request message is sent to the middleware. Input interface receives the message and passes it to SOAP2ACL protocol converter. This converter extracts out the input parameters from SOAP input message and creates an equivalent ACL message. The Agent at middleware is directed to send the generated ACL request message is sent to the Agent at remote platform providing required services.

The Agent after receiving ACL request message processes the input parameters and then returns the output in the form of an ACL response message to the Agent at middleware. The Agent at middleware upon receiving the ACL response message passes it to ACL2SOAP protocol converter which extracts outputs from ACL message and generates a SOAP response message. The SOAP response message is finally sent to the Web Service client as shown in figure 8. In this way, the middleware helps the Web Service client search, understand and consume services provided by Software Agents.
3. Testing and Evaluation

This section presents some useful scenarios for evaluation of the algorithms presented in previous section.

3.1. Evaluation of Service Discovery transformation

This section presents a scenario for evaluation of the algorithms for service discovery transformation. Here we show how a Web Service client performs service discovery in DF of Agent Platform. The request initiated by Web service client is UDDI search query which is as follows:

```
initiated by Web service client is UDDI search query discovery in DF of Agent Platform. The request
we show how a Web Service client performs service algorithms for service discovery transformation. Here
query which is sent to DF for service discovery.
```

For the above mentioned generated UDDI search query, following DF search query was produced by service discovery converter of AgentWeb Gateway.

```
<businessEntity
businessKey="677fca1a-2717-4620-be39-6631bb74b6e1"
operator="test" authorizedName="Omair Shafiq: 86">
<discoveryURL
useType="businessEntity">
http://udder.rte.microsoft.com/discovery?businessKey=677fca1a-2717-4620-be39-6631bb74b6e1
</discoveryURL>
</discoveryURL>
<discoveryURLs>
<discoveryURL
name xml:lang="en">CalculatorXmlWS</name>
<description xml:lang="en">Testing for AgentWeb Gateway by M. Omair Shafiq</description>
</discoveryURL>
</businessServices>
<businessService
serviceKey="80891de4-0a4a-4061-9979-5d19131a3aa8"
businessKey="677fca1a-2717-4620-be39-6631bb74b6e1">
<name xml:lang="en">Math Service</name>
<description xml:lang="en">Math Service</description>
</businessService>
</businessEntity>
```

For the above mentioned generated UDDI search query, following DF search query was produced by service discovery converter of AgentWeb Gateway.

```
<businessEntity
businessKey="677fca1a-2717-4620-be39-6631bb74b6e1"
operator="feed" authorizedName="Omair Shafiq: 86">
<discoveryURL
useType="businessEntity">
http://udder.rte.microsoft.com/discovery?businessKey=677fca1a-2717-4620-be39-6631bb74b6e1
</discoveryURL>
</discoveryURL>
<discoveryURLs>
<discoveryURL
name xml:lang="en">CalculatorXmlWS</name>
<description xml:lang="en">Testing for AgentWeb Gateway by M. Omair Shafiq</description>
</discoveryURL>
</discoveryURL>
<discoveryURLs>
<discoveryURL
name xml:lang="en">CalculatorXmlWS</name>
<description xml:lang="en">Testing for AgentWeb Gateway by M. Omair Shafiq</description>
</discoveryURL>
</discoveryURL>
</businessServices>
<businessEntity>
```

For the above mentioned generated UDDI search query, following DF search query was produced by service discovery converter of AgentWeb Gateway.

```
( REQUEST
:sender (agent-identifier :name Creator:77166138202@cern1-7)
:receiver (set (agent-identifier DF:77166138202@cern1-7)
:content "(( search-service (:service-description :name Math Service))")
:ontology Directory-Facilitator)
```

The ACL message generated above is DF search query which is sent to DF for service discovery.

3.2. Evaluation of Service Description transformation algorithms

This section presents a scenario for evaluation of the algorithms for service description transformation. We take a Web Services named ‘Calculator’ that contains one operation ‘add’ which requires two primitive integer types of arguments and has returns type of integer as well. Web Service Description Language (WSDL) (given below) of the web service is in plain text and is human readable.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://localhost:8080/axis/Calculator.jws"
<wsdl:types>
<xsd:schema
targetNamespace="http://www.ecerami.com/schema"
xmns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:element name="argument"/>
<xsd:element name="addReturn"/>
</xsd:schema>
</wsdl:types>
<wsdl:definitions
name="Calculator">
<wsdl:interface name="Calculator">
<wsdl:operation name="add">
<wsdl:output name="addResponse" use="encoded"/>
<wsdl:body
transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
<wsdl:input
name="addRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:interface>
</wsdl:definitions>
```

In case of interoperability among Agents and Web Services, WSDL of calculator web services is to be published in Directory Facilitator of Agent Platform and hence WSDL is transformed by service description transformation component of AgentWeb Gateway into Directory Facilitator Agent Description (DFAgentDescription). DFAgentDescription is serialized in binary format and is not human readable. Information about DFAgentDescription about object having values is shown below:

```
DFAgentDescription
- AgentID = 'CalculatorAgent:reverse-ip@machine-name'
- Ontologies = 'CAOntology'
- Protocols = ''
- Languages = ''
- Lease time = 'default'
- Scope = 'default'
```
3.3. Evaluation of Communication Protocol transformation algorithms

This section completes the above mentioned scenario, i.e. after service description transformation, communication protocol transformation is required for service invocation. Consider a WS/SOAP client want to get services provided by an Agent that provides services of add, subtract etc. The WS/SOAP client would send request in according to its SOAP format as follows:

**SOAP Request**
POST /InStock HTTP/1.1
Host: http://202.83.166.177:8080/axis/Calculator.jws
Content-Type: application/soap+xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: nnn

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<soap:Body
xmlns:m="http://202.83.166.177:8080/axis/Calculator.jws">
<\m:add>
<m:i1>2</m:i2>
<m:i1>3</m:i2>
</m:add>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

Using communication protocol converter of AgentWeb Gateway, the SOAP message will be transformed into ACL request according to the algorithm presented in section 8.1. The transformed ACL request is given below:

**Transformed ACL Request**
(request
:sender (agent-identifier
:name Gateway:78166138202@Cern1-7
:receiver (set (agent-identifier
:name MathAgent@78166138202@Cern1-7
:addresses (sequence "http://202.83.166.187.9999/acc")))
:content
"(action (addAgentAction
:properties (set
(property i1 2)
(property i2 3)))")
)

The transformed ACL message will be forwarded to the actual agent (MathAgent) providing the required add service. The MathAgent would response accordingly in ACL which will be received by Gateway Agent. The ACL response is given below:

**ACL Response**
(request
:sender (agent-identifier
:name MathAgent:78166138202@Cern1-7
:receiver (set (agent-identifier
:name Gateway@78166138202@Cern1-7
:addresses (sequence "http://202.83.166.187:9999/acc")))
:content
"(action (addAgentAction
:properties (set
(property addResult 5)))")
)

Using communication protocol converter of AgentWeb Gateway, the ACL response message would be converted into SOAP response message according to the algorithm presented in section 8.2. The transformed SOAP response is given below:

**SOAP Response**
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/soap; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: nnn

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<soap:Envelope
xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope"
soap:encodingStyle="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding">
<soap:Body
xmlns:m="http://202.83.166.177:8080/axis/Calculator.jws">
<m:add>
<m:addResult>5</m:addResult>
</m:add>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
4. Results and Analysis

This section presents results of required transformations i.e. Service Description transformation and Communication Protocol transformation.

4.1. Service discovery transformation results

The service discovery transformation is carried out with 100% accuracy as it is based on keyword based search. However the delay imposed in the conversion depends on number of business services that are present in a business entity of a UDDI search query.

When a Web Services client searches for some Agent from Directory Facilitator of Multi Agent System, time required for the transformation of UDDI search query depends on the number of BusinessServices entries under the BusinessEntity of UDDI search query. Same is the case for vice versa, i.e. when an Agent wants to search for some web services in UDDI, time required for transformation of DF search query into UDDI search query depends on number of services specified under the description of an Agent.

Figure 9: Performance analysis of service discovery transformations

Figure 9 below shows the analysis of delay that occurs while transforming the DF search query into UDDI search query and vice versa in order to enable Software Agents discover Web Services from UDDI and vice versa. The line of increment in delay of transformation shows linear behavior. For a given number of parameters to be searched in the query, DF search query to UDDI search query conversion takes lesser time than that of UDDI search query to DF search query due to the fact that Reason for this is UDDI search query requires more time to be parsed as it is basically and XML document, whereas DF search query is in the form of object and binary based.

4.2. Service description transformation results

Accuracy depends on the provided information of Web Service in WSDL and Software Agent in DFAgentDescription. If it is completely valid then 100% results can be obtained. In case of a Software Agent publishing services in UDDI (DFAgentDescription to WSDL conversion), time required for transformation for Service description depends upon the complexity of ontology and number of service-description in DFAgentDescription.

In case of Web Services publishing its services in Directory Facilitator (WSDL to DFAgentDescription conversion), time required for transformation for service description depends on Complex-Types and number of operations in portType of WSDL.

Figure 10 shows our analysis of the delay that occurs in the process of transformation on either side. In case of DFAgentDescription to WSDL conversion for an Agent to publish its services in UDDI, It was observed that as number of services of an agent increases the time taken for transformation also increases. Same is the case for WSDL to DFAgentDescription when a Web Service is to be published in Directory Facilitator, delay in transformation increases with increase in number of operations in portType of WSDL.

Figure 10: Performance analysis of service description transformations

Next observation is that line of increment in delay of transformation shows exponential behavior. Reason for exponential behavior of increment is as there is increment of one operation in portType of WSDL; it would have some input message, output message, elements and complex types (optional). Same is the case in with DFAgentDescription.

Graph of WSDL to DFAgentDescription transformation has rapid increase than in case of DFAgentDescription to WSDL transformation. Reason for this is WSDL file requires more time in parsing as is based on file with plain text than that of
DFAgentDescription which is in the form of object and binary based.

4.3. Communication protocol transformation results

Both in SOAP request/response message and ACL message, only one operation or AgentAction/Predicate respectively can be targeted in a single call. Accuracy of SOAP to ACL and ACL to SOAP transformation depends upon the accuracy of message. A valid message would be transformed into it’s vice versa with 100% accuracy.

In case of a Software Agent invokes a Web Service, time required for communication protocol transformation (ACL to SOAP conversion) depends upon the complexity of schema of Property objects in Service-Description of DF-Agent-Description of an Agent. If there are primitive schemas only, then transformation process would take almost similar time as expected. In case of concept schema involved, additional time would be required for transformation of concept schema into complex type.

In case of a Web Service client invokes a Software Agent, time required for communication protocol transformation (SOAP to ACL conversion) depends upon the complexity of input and output parameters. If inputs and outputs are primitive data-types, transformation process would take almost similar time as expected. If there are complex data-types involved, additional time would be required for transformation of complex data-type into ontology (concept schema).

![Figure 11: Performance analysis of communication protocol transformation](image)

In figure 11, we have analyzed the delay occurs in the process of transformation on either side. In case of ACL to SOAP conversion for an Agent to invoke web service, it was observed that as number of parameters SOAP message increases, the time taken for transformation also increases. Same is the case for ACL to SOAP when a Web Service client is to invoke an Agent, delay in transformation increases with increase in number of Property elements of content of ACL message. Next observation is that line of increment in delay of transformation shows linear behavior. Exponential behavior can only be shown in case of complex data-types are used. For a given number of parameters, ACL to SOAP conversion takes little less time as compared to SOAP to ACL conversion. Reason for this is SOAP requires more time parsing as it is based on plain text than that of ACL message which is in the form of object and binary based.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In order to fulfill the needs of emerging distributed applications with higher complexity, Software Agents and Multi Agent System are envisioned to be interoperable with emerging Semantic Web Services. But firstly, the Multi Agent Systems have to be compliant to the widely accepted standards of Web Services. This paper provides an initial step to do so by bridging the communication gap among Multi Agent System and Web Services without changing their existing specifications and implementations by providing AgentWeb Gateway that acts as a middleware between the both technologies. It is facilitated by carrying out two way dynamic and seamless transformations for service discovery, service description and communication protocols. This paper provides detailed design of the system along with detailed functional components of each of its components, algorithms for required transformations, evaluation of the system with examples and critical analysis of the results.

After enabling Multi Agent Systems compatible with existing Web Services standards, next step is to extend this further to Semantic Web Services, i.e. to enable Software Agents understand the semantic descriptions of SWS or semantically interact with SWS. It will bring the Semantic Web to next level of automation where goal-oriented Software Agents on behalf of their users proactively and dynamically discover, select, compose, mediate and invoke Web Services based on user’s requirements.
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